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Theories Of Relativity Sep 06 2020 Theories Of Relativity has descriptive copy which is not yet available from the Publisher.
Pal Joey Aug 25 2019 On the seedy side of Chicago, Joey Evans is a poor man's Bing Crosby, a wise-cracking crooner down on his luck but always on
the make. In his letters to a pal in New York he gives the lowdown on his shady escapades, run-ins with the mob and easy affairs with the prettiest
mice in the business.
Pet Sematary Jan 11 2021 A horror story of a children's pet cemetery and another graveyard behind it from which the dead return.
Theology as Autobiography Sep 30 2022 Autobiographical writings on faith frequently come from the lives of ordinary persons whose struggles with
faith are often lived at the margins of the church, academy, and society. Yet these voices have the potential to reshape the ways in which each of
these fields function. To find out what it means to stand before God with all of one's humanity on display is to engage in not only the act of
confession, but to demonstrate a bold theological reflection that needs to be more explicitly understood. By turning to spiritual autobiographies as
theological source texts, we learn to place our emphasis where it matters most, on the people whose lives of faith move us deeply and cause us to reexamine our own lives in light of their witness. Moving through a range of ancient, early modern, and contemporary spiritual writers in order to
demonstrate a profound connection that unites them all, this book portrays how a critical self-examination of one's most personal, internal fractures
(our "poverty" as it were) is the only way to develop a life of faith--the dual meaning of the word "confession," which expresses both a revealing of
one's sins, or brokenness, and the articulation of what one believes.
Forrest Gump Jul 17 2021 The modern classic that inspired the beloved movie starring Tom Hanks. Six foot six, 242 pounds, and possessed of a
scant IQ of 70, Forrest Gump is the lovable, surprisingly savvy hero of this classic comic tale. His early life may seem inauspicious, but when the
University of Alabama’s football team drafts Forrest and makes him a star, it sets him on an unbelievable path that will transform him from Vietnam
hero to world-class Ping-Pong player, from wrestler to entrepreneur. With a voice all his own, Forrest is telling all in a madcap romp through three
decades of American history.
Still Alice Feb 09 2021 A moving story of a woman with early onset Alzheimer's disease, now a major Academy Award-winning film starring Julianne
Moore and Kristen Stewart. Alice Howland is proud of the life she worked so hard to build. At fifty, she's a cognitive psychology professor at Harvard
and a renowned expert in linguistics, with a successful husband and three grown children. When she begins to grow forgetful and disoriented, she
dismisses it for as long as she can until a tragic diagnosis changes her life - and her relationship with her family and the world around her - for ever.
Unable to care for herself, Alice struggles to find meaning and purpose as her concept of self gradually slips away. But Alice is a remarkable woman,
and her family learn more about her and each other in their quest to hold on to the Alice they know. Her memory hanging by a frayed thread, she is
living in the moment, living for each day. But she is still Alice. 'Remarkable … illuminating … highly relevant today' Daily Mail 'The most accurate
account of what it feels like to be inside the mind of an Alzheimer's patient I've ever read. Beautifully written and very illuminating' Rosie Boycot
'Utterly brilliant' Chrissy Iley
What Libraries Mean to the Nation Jul 05 2020
A Spark of Light Aug 06 2020 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The author of Small Great Things returns with a powerful and provocative new
novel about ordinary lives that intersect during a heart-stopping crisis. “Picoult at her fearless best . . . Timely, balanced and certain to inspire
debate.”—The Washington Post The warm fall day starts like any other at the Center—a women’s reproductive health services clinic—its staff offering
care to anyone who passes through its doors. Then, in late morning, a desperate and distraught gunman bursts in and opens fire, taking all inside
hostage. After rushing to the scene, Hugh McElroy, a police hostage negotiator, sets up a perimeter and begins making a plan to communicate with
the gunman. As his phone vibrates with incoming text messages he glances at it and, to his horror, finds out that his fifteen-year-old daughter, Wren,
is inside the clinic. But Wren is not alone. She will share the next and tensest few hours of her young life with a cast of unforgettable characters: A
nurse who calms her own panic in order to save the life of a wounded woman. A doctor who does his work not in spite of his faith but because of it,
and who will find that faith tested as never before. A pro-life protester, disguised as a patient, who now stands in the crosshairs of the same rage she
herself has felt. A young woman who has come to terminate her pregnancy. And the disturbed individual himself, vowing to be heard. Told in a daring
and enthralling narrative structure that counts backward through the hours of the standoff, this is a story that traces its way back to what brought
each of these very different individuals to the same place on this fateful day. One of the most fearless writers of our time, Jodi Picoult tackles a
complicated issue in this gripping and nuanced novel. How do we balance the rights of pregnant women with the rights of the unborn they carry?
What does it mean to be a good parent? A Spark of Light will inspire debate, conversation . . . and, hopefully, understanding. Praise for A Spark of
Light “This is Jodi Picoult at her best: tackling an emotional hot-button issue and putting a human face on it.”—People “Told backward and hour by
hour, Jodi Picoult’s compelling narrative deftly explores controversial social issues.”—Us Weekly
100 Cups of Cocoa: The Story of 100 Dates, 99 Frogs, and One Woman's Search for What She Really Wanted Out of Love Jun 23 2019
Water for Every Farm Apr 13 2021 "Comprehensive whole farm design, amplified contour cultivation, water storage in farm dams, layout better farm
roads, quick gravity irrigation, contour strip forests, subdivision design, healing erosion, solving salinity"--Cover.
The Viking Diaspora Dec 10 2020 The Viking Diaspora presents the early medieval migrations of people, language and culture from mainland
Scandinavia to new homes in the British Isles, the North Atlantic, the Baltic and the East as a form of ‘diaspora’. It discusses the ways in which
migrants from Russia in the east to Greenland in the west were conscious of being connected not only to the people and traditions of their
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homelands, but also to other migrants of Scandinavian origin in many other locations. Rather than the movements of armies, this book concentrates
on the movements of people and the shared heritage and culture that connected them. This on-going contact throughout half a millennium can be
traced in the laws, literatures, material culture and even environment of the various regions of the Viking diaspora. Judith Jesch considers all of these
connections, and highlights in detail significant forms of cultural contact including gender, beliefs and identities. Beginning with an overview of
Vikings and the Viking Age, the nature of the evidence available, and a full exploration of the concept of ‘diaspora’, the book then provides a detailed
demonstration of the appropriateness of the term to the world peopled by Scandinavians. This book is the first to explain Scandinavian expansion
using this model, and presents the Viking Age in a new and exciting way for students of Vikings and medieval history.
When Love & Culture Collide Nov 28 2019 As recent college graduates and childhood best friends, Sophie and Sadie start their new chapter of life
with a trip to Spain. However, their girlie vacation quickly turns into a lover's paradise when Sophie lays eyes on a handsome Brit, Dylan. Now, after
two years of struggling to settle in comfortably in England, Sophie begins to worry whether or not Dylan's love is enough and if their cultural
differences will slowly eat away at her and threaten their strong bond? Then Dylan pops the question, Sophie is quick to put all her worries behind
her. At their engagement party Sophie finally feels like she is fitting in and England is looking promising. But, suddenly, Dylan breaks off the
engagement and, before she knows it, she is back on a plane headed for America without Dylan or an explanation. Distraught and traumatized,
Sophie struggles to cope with the unexpected breakup and tries to fit back into her own culture, instantly realizing that all the things she didn't like
about England were exactly what she missed the most. Back in the States, the fast pace of life and the open skies seemed to swallow her whole. Will
Sophie and Sadie get back to where they left off, before Spain? Or will Sophie and Dylan's strong bond bring them back together? The pain threatens
to change Sophie forever. Could it also threaten any chance of a reunion?
The American Shorthorn Herd Book Jun 15 2021
Cowboys, Armageddon, and the Truth Feb 21 2022 Cowboys, Armageddon, and The Truth: How a Gay Child Was Saved from Religion offers an
illuminating glimpse into a child's sequestered world of abuse, homophobia, and religious extremism. Scott Terry's memoir is a compelling, poignant
and occasionally humorous look into the Jehovah's Witness faith-a religion that refers to itself as The Truth-and a brave account of Terry's successful
escape from a troubled past. At the age of ten, Terry had embraced the Witnesses' prediction that the world will come to an end in 1975 and was
preparing for Armageddon. As an adolescent, he prayed for God to strip away his growing attraction to other young men. But by adulthood, Terry
found himself no longer believing in the promised apocalypse. Through a series of adventures and misadventures, he left the Witness religion behind
and became a cowboy, riding bulls in the rodeo. He overcame the hurdles of parental abuse, religious extremism, and homophobia and learned that
Truth is a concept of honesty rather than false righteousness, a means to live a life openly, for Terry as a gay man."
What is to be Done? Jan 29 2020
Split at the Root Oct 08 2020 "In this dramatic and beautifully written memoir, the author explores questions of race, adoption and identity, not as
the professor of cultural studies that she became, but as the Black child of German settlers in Guatemala who called her their "little Moor." Her
journey into investigating the mystery of how these White foreigners became her parents begins when she reluctantly considered joining an AfricanAmerican organization at the U.S. College where she taught. She realized it was not just her foreign accent that alienated her from Blacks. Under
layers of privilege (private schools, international travel, the life of a fashion model and actress in Europe) she discovered that her most important
story is one of disinheritance. The author's determination to find out who her mother and father really were, and why she was taken from them, tests
the love of her White husband and their son, leads her to embrace and then reject the charismatic man she believes to be her biological father, and
takes her to the jungles of Guatemala to find a family that has kept her memory alive as legend. In the book's shocking ending, she learns truths
about her mother, and the callous disrespect committed long ago against mother and child in the name of love."--P. [4] of cover.
North American Galloway Herdbook Aug 30 2022
In the Kingdom of Men Dec 30 2019 Here is the first thing you need to know about me: I’m a barefoot girl from red-dirt Oklahoma, and all the marble
floors in the world will never change that. Here is the second thing: that young woman they pulled from the Arabian shore, her hair tangled with
mangrove—my husband didn’t kill her, not the way they say he did. 1967. Gin Mitchell knows a better life awaits her when she marries hometown
hero Mason McPhee. Raised in a two-room shack by her Oklahoma grandfather, a strict Methodist minister, Gin never believed that someone like
Mason, a handsome college boy, the pride of Shawnee, would look her way. And nothing can prepare her for the world she and Mason step into when
he takes a job with the Arabian American Oil company in Saudi Arabia. In the gated compound of Abqaiq, Gin and Mason are given a home with
marble floors, a houseboy to cook their meals, and a gardener to tend the sandy patch out back. Even among the veiled women and strict laws of
shariah, Gin’s life has become the stuff of fairy tales. She buys her first swimsuit, she pierces her ears, and Mason gives her a glittering diamond
ring. But when a young Bedouin woman is found dead, washed up on the shores of the Persian Gulf, Gin’s world closes in around her, and the one
person she trusts is nowhere to be found. Set against the gorgeously etched landscape of a country on the cusp of enormous change, In the Kingdom
of Men abounds with sandstorms and locust swarms, shrimp peddlers, pearl divers, and Bedouin caravans—a luminous portrait of life in the desert.
Award-winning author Kim Barnes weaves a mesmerizing, richly imagined tale of Americans out of their depth in Saudi Arabia, a marriage in peril,
and one woman’s quest for the truth, no matter what it might cost her.
Icons of Horror and the Supernatural May 03 2020 Offers entries on 24 of the significant archetypes of horror and the supernatural, from the
classical epics of Homer to the novels of Stephen King.
Ohio Poland-China Record Mar 13 2021
Pat: A Biography of Hollywood's Blonde Starlet Apr 01 2020 Pat Sheehan was one of Hollywood's most talked-about celebrities. Initially a San
Franciscan vying for the title of Miss America, she quickly caught the attention of numerous columnists, producers, and admirers. She won pageants,
appeared in newspapers such as the Los Angeles Times and the San Francisco Examiner, modeled for magazines like Scene and Parade, and
attracted such men as Bing Crosby, Howard Hughes, and Rod Taylor. Her appearance was compared to actresses Marilyn Monroe and Rita
Hayworth. Studios such as Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and 20th Century Fox casted her for their movies, and she was frequently seen on television with
talents like Dean Martin, Mickey Rooney, and Art Linkletter. She was signed by the National Broadcasting Company in February 1956, being
promoted by the network as "Television's First Starlet".Today, Pat Sheehan is remembered for being Playboy's Playmate of the Month for October
1958 with actress Mara Corday. Her centerfold was seen in Clint Eastwood's Space Cowboys (2000). People don't realize that she was one of
Hollywood's most talked-about celebrities of the 1950's and 1960's, and that she remained closely associated with Hollywood afterwards. Those who
knew her described her as personable, intelligent, and kind.
Riga Hayworth Mysteries 4-6 Jul 29 2022 What happens when metaphysics meets murder? Riga Hayworth just wants to relax with her new husband
on their Hawaiian honeymoon. But the bodies of a murdered man and a seal found on a Kauai beach pull them into an investigation and send the
supernatural world into an uproar. When Riga detects traces of magic at the murder scene, she knows she can’t ignore the call. There’s necromancy
afoot, and she must prepare for the battle to come. But can Riga fight the elemental forces of nature? Or will they destroy her and everyone she
loves? If you’re looking for a page turner with a complicated, 40-something heroine, you’ll love this special boxed collection of the first three books in
the series, including: The Elemental Detective, The Hoodoo Detective, and The Hermetic Detective. Read the paranormal mystery series that fans of
Patricia Briggs and Ilona Andrews call AMAZING! “A high-voltage, cleverly-spun mystery that I couldn't put down. Riga Hayworth is addictive.” Diana Orgain, USA Today Bestselling Author of the Motherhood is Murder mysteries
Fashion Jungle May 15 2021
Firelight at Mustang Ridge Aug 18 2021 In the latest Mustang Ridge novel, sometimes a little change is exactly what a person needs.... Ever since
striking it big on a gemstone claim in the Wyoming mountains, Sam Babcock has known luck is on his side—except when it comes to the people he
loves. When he forms a surprising connection with an alluring newcomer staying at his friend Wyatt’s ranch, Sam starts to question everything he
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thought he knew.... Needing time and space to heal, former daredevil Danny Traveler is camping out in a valley beyond Mustang Ridge Dude Ranch.
She wants to take care of herself for once—and a sexy cowboy might be just the distraction she needs. But when Danny discovers there’s much more
to Sam than meets the eye, she begins to long for more than a casual fling. Can she convince the confirmed bachelor that it’s worth changing his
ways for a chance at long-term happiness?
Quest for Eden Jun 27 2022 The moment Jasmine Brown turns eighteen, everything changes. Awakened to her true identity which involves soul
mates, an angel and a curse, Jasmine is no longer your average person. Instead she is damned to endure life time after life, on a quest to find her
beloved soul mate. In many of her lives things are often stacked against her and this life is no exception. This time around a formidable foe has made
their presence known. But she discovers not only has he always been in the background, but he is responsible for guaranteeing things are never plain
sailing for the pair. Luckily one thing tips the balance though; her guardian Angel. Guiding her, he tries to protect her from her tormentor and keep
her grounded. But even he fears this time it will take all her strength and faith to overcome her demons. Can she conquer this life? Only time will tell.
Every Note Played Sep 26 2019 “Unsparing in her depiction of the disease’s harrowing effects, neuroscientist Genova also celebrates humanity.”
—People “Sometimes it’s easier to tell truth in fiction…And she tells it with heart and hope.” —NPR “Her juxtaposition of scientific detail with
compassionate, heartfelt storytelling is unparalleled.” —Bookreporter “Every Note Played will grip and gut you.” —The Boston Globe From
neuroscientist and New York Times bestselling author of Still Alice comes a powerful exploration of regret, forgiveness, freedom, and what it means
to be alive. An accomplished concert pianist, Richard received standing ovations from audiences all over the world in awe of his rare combination of
emotional resonance and flawless technique. Every finger of his hands was a finely calibrated instrument, dancing across the keys and striking each
note with exacting precision. That was eight months ago. Richard now has ALS, and his entire right arm is paralyzed. His fingers are impotent, still,
devoid of possibility. The loss of his hand feels like a death, a loss of true love, a divorce—his divorce. He knows his left arm will go next. Three years
ago, Karina removed their framed wedding picture from the living room wall and hung a mirror there instead. But she still hasn’t moved on. Karina is
paralyzed by excuses and fear, stuck in an unfulfilling life as a piano teacher, afraid to pursue the path she abandoned as a young woman, blaming
Richard and their failed marriage for all of it. When Richard becomes increasingly paralyzed and is no longer able to live on his own, Karina becomes
his reluctant caretaker. As Richard’s muscles, voice, and breath fade, both he and Karina try to reconcile their past before it’s too late. Poignant and
powerful, Every Note Played is a masterful exploration of redemption and what it means to find peace inside of forgiveness.
Green Vanilla Tea Dec 22 2021 Green Vanilla Tea is a true story of love and courage in the face of a deadly and little understood illness. With literary
finesse, compassion, and a powerful gift of storytelling, Marie Williams writes poignantly of her husband Dominic’s struggles with early onset
dementia and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) at the age of 40, and how their family found hope amidst the wreckage of a mysterious neurological
condition. As the condition develops and progresses, the normally devoted family man and loving partner seems to disappear beneath an
expressionless facade, erratic behavior, and a relentless desire to wander that often leaves him lost. The road to diagnosis is long and confusing, and
what starts off as perplexing for the family then becomes frightening. The man they love is changing, and no one seems to know why. He no longer
turns up to his sons’ high school events. He falls and bumps into things. He becomes verbally disinhibited, emotionally disengaged, and, at times,
belligerent. He doesn’t seem to be able to read the social cues of other people. He gets lost in familiar places, as well as on obsessive work trips
overseas. He recklessly spends the family money, leaving them in near financial ruin. Despite this, Williams and her children strive to find new ways
to keep him safe and to connect with the husband and father they love so dearly. While the family learns to cope with Dominic’s illness—which they
call the Green Goblin—Williams is determined that her children reclaim the dad of their memories. She finds creative ways to make visible the stories
of the man beyond the illness, and helps them remember him as the engaged, healthy, and loving man she fell in love with. She humanizes the
experience through storytelling and assembling a quilt made up of transferred photographs, painted artwork, family footprints, and personal
inscriptions from family and friends. This, along with tea rituals, music, and stories of fatherhood, love and value, support them as fierce advocates
for Dominic’s dignity and give the family new ways to be together as they journey through his decline. Spanning between moments of intense joy and
incredible sadness, this book is a passionate testament to one family’s unconditional love for one another. It is, “a tale of a strange place—the real
world— in which green goblins and hope find a way to live together.” Above all, it is a love story.
Inside/Outside Nov 01 2022 Jenny Hayworth grew up within the construct of the Jehovah's Witnesses, which she describes as a fundamentalist, cultlike religion. She devoted her life to it for over thirty years. Then she left it. The church “unfellowshipped” her—rendered her dead to those family
and friends still committed to the church. Hayworth is a sexual abuse survivor. The trauma changed her self-perception, emotional development,
trust, and every interaction with the world. Inside/Outside is her exploration of sexual abuse, religious fundamentalism, and recovery. Her childhood
circumstances and tragedies forced her to live “inside.” This memoir chronicles her journey from experiencing comfort and emotional satisfaction
only within her own fantasy world to developing the ability to feel and express real life emotion on the outside. It is a story that begins with tragic
multigenerational abuse, within an oppressive society, and ends with hope and rebirth into a life where she experiences real connections and
satisfaction with the outside world. Those who have ever felt trapped by trauma or circumstance will find Inside/Outside a dramatic reassurance that
they are not alone in the world, and they have the ability to have a fulfilling life, both inside and out.
Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All Its Phases Mar 01 2020 Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All Its Phases is an essay by Ida B. Wells-Barnett. It
presented the horrors of lynching and advocated ending the practice entirely after the US Civil War.
Fairy Tale Nov 08 2020 Legendary storyteller Stephen King goes into the deepest well of his imagination in this spellbinding novel about a seventeenyear-old boy who inherits the keys to a parallel world where good and evil are at war, and the stakes could not be higher - for their world or ours.
Charlie Reade looks like a regular high school kid, great at baseball and football, a decent student. But he carries a heavy load. His mom was killed in
a hit-and-run accident when he was ten, and grief drove his dad to drink. Charlie learned how to take care of himself - and his dad. Then, when
Charlie is seventeen, he meets a dog named Radar and her aging master, Howard Bowditch, a recluse in a big house at the top of a big hill, with a
locked shed in the backyard. Sometimes strange sounds emerge from it. Charlie starts doing jobs for Mr. Bowditch and loses his heart to Radar.
Then, when Bowditch dies, he leaves Charlie a cassette tape telling a story no one would believe. What Bowditch knows, and has kept secret all his
long life, is that inside the shed is a portal to another world. King's storytelling in Fairy Tale soars. This is a magnificent and terrifying tale about
another world than ours, in which good is pitted against overwhelming evil, and a heroic boy - and his dog - must lead the battle.
American Herd Book ... Nov 20 2021
Bronte's Mistress Jun 03 2020 “[A] meticulously researched debut novel…In a word? Juicy.” —O, The Oprah Magazine The scandalous historical love
affair between Lydia Robinson and Branwell Brontë, brother to novelists Charlotte, Emily, and Anne, gives voice to the woman who allegedly brought
down one of literature’s most famous families. Yorkshire, 1843: Lydia Robinson has tragically lost her precious young daughter and her mother
within the same year. She returns to her bleak home, grief-stricken and unmoored. With her teenage daughters rebelling, her testy mother-in-law
scrutinizing her every move, and her marriage grown cold, Lydia is restless and yearning for something more. All of that changes with the arrival of
her son’s tutor, Branwell Brontë, brother of her daughters’ governess, Miss Anne Brontë and those other writerly sisters, Charlotte and Emily.
Branwell has his own demons to contend with—including living up to the ideals of his intelligent family—but his presence is a breath of fresh air for
Lydia. Handsome, passionate, and uninhibited by social conventions, he’s also twenty-five to her forty-three. A love of poetry, music, and theatre
bring mistress and tutor together, and Branwell’s colorful tales of his sisters’ imaginative worlds form the backdrop for seduction. But their new
passion comes with consequences. As Branwell’s inner turmoil rises to the surface, his behavior grows erratic, and whispers of their romantic
relationship spout from Lydia’s servants’ lips, reaching all three Brontë sisters. Soon, it falls on Mrs. Robinson to save not just her reputation, but her
way of life, before those clever girls reveal all her secrets in their novels. Unfortunately, she might be too late.
A Baby’s Cry Jan 23 2022 What could cause a mother to believe that giving away her newborn baby is her only option? Cathy Glass is about to find
out. From author of Sunday Times and New York Times bestseller Damaged comes a harrowing and moving memoir about tiny Harrison, left in
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Cathy’s care, and the potentially fatal family secret of his beginnings.
Winter at Mustang Ridge Oct 20 2021 Warm up with this heartfelt romance in the Mustang Ridge series... Grateful to her twin for keeping
Mustang Ridge in the family, Jenny Skye agrees to return home for a month so her sister can get away. It’s the middle of winter, and only a few yearround staffers, her family, and the animals will be there. But the globe-trotting videographer is soon in way over her head at the dude ranch dealing
with reservations, her redecorating-obsessed mother, and the town's hunky new veterinarian. Despite his adventurous past, Nick Masterson is
putting down roots in Mustang Ridge. When a stray dog, a missing family member, and a snowstorm conspire to throw him and Jenny together,
there's no denying the blaze of attraction. But can a relationship that began in the heat of the moment turn into something more for a woman who's
always been eager to put her hometown behind her?
The American Short-horn Herd Book Sep 18 2021
Judy Garland Cut-Out Dolls Mar 25 2022 With two dolls and eight clothing pages, this reproduction of the rare 1945 Judy Garland paper doll. It is
filled with great wardrobe of clothes covering everything from beachwear to evening gowns.
Summer at Mustang Ridge Apr 25 2022 A single visit to Mustang Ridge can change a person’s life in the most unexpected ways.... Recovering from a
difficult divorce and having problems with her daughter, Shelby accepts a summer job cooking at a family-run dude ranch. She hopes the animals will
be just what her daughter, Lizzie, needs. Little does she know that ranch life will work some healing magic on her too. When Shelby meets the head
wrangler, Foster, she is put off by his brusque nature, but Lizzie takes an instant liking to the cowboy and his horses. While both Foster and Shelby
have been scarred by love, it’s not long before Shelby is drawn to the rugged cowboy and his thoughtful ways. But with summer nights in short
supply and Foster wary of falling for a city girl, a simple summer romance soon grows complicated. As the days dwindle, Shelby will have to decide
not only what is best for her daughter, but also where her future—and her happiness—will be found.
Coming Home to Mustang Ridge Oct 27 2019 In the latest “delightful”* Mustang Ridge novel, ignoring your heart is easier said than done… After
putting all her savings—and then some—into purchasing a vintage clothing shop in downtown Three Ridges, Wyoming, Ashley Webb is determined to
succeed come hell or high water. Problem is, she’s never been good at long-term commitments. And when Ashley crosses paths again with the
incredibly sexy cowboy she got cozy with at her brother’s wedding, she can’t help being distracted. Tyler Reed isn’t looking to settle down—he tried
that before and got burned. Not to mention that the new head wrangler at Mustang Ridge Dude Ranch has other things on his mind. Things that are
far more important than helping out his boss’s pretty—but flaky—sister…even though there’s some serious chemistry between them. When Ashley
turns out to be very different than he expected, he’s tempted to go against his better judgment. What’s a cowboy to do when the wrong woman
lassoes his heart? *New York Times Bestselling Author Jill Gregory
Soaring May 27 2022
Reel Inequality Jul 25 2019 When the 2016 Oscar acting nominations all went to whites for the second consecutive year, #OscarsSoWhite became a
trending topic. Yet these enduring racial biases afflict not only the Academy Awards, but also Hollywood as a whole. Why do actors of color, despite
exhibiting talent and bankability, continue to lag behind white actors in presence and prominence? Reel Inequality examines the structural barriers
minority actors face in Hollywood, while shedding light on how they survive in a racist industry. The book charts how white male gatekeepers
dominate Hollywood, breeding a culture of ethnocentric storytelling and casting. Nancy Wang Yuen interviewed nearly a hundred working actors and
drew on published interviews with celebrities, such as Viola Davis, Chris Rock, Gina Rodriguez, Oscar Isaac, Lucy Liu, and Ken Jeong, to explore how
racial stereotypes categorize and constrain actors. Their stories reveal the day-to-day racism actors of color experience in talent agents’ offices, at
auditions, and on sets. Yuen also exposes sexist hiring and programming practices, highlighting the structural inequalities that actors of color,
particularly women, continue to face in Hollywood. This book not only conveys the harsh realities of racial inequality in Hollywood, but also provides
vital insights from actors who have succeeded on their own terms, whether by sidestepping the system or subverting it from within. Considering how
their struggles impact real-world attitudes about race and diversity, Reel Inequality follows actors of color as they suffer, strive, and thrive in
Hollywood.
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